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Introduction
Across all industries, new digital technologies present an opportunity to work smarter: 
saving time and effort, capturing more and better information and improving the 
ability to share that information. 

Information sharing can create many positive outcomes: from the reduction of risk to 
improved customer satisfaction and competitive differentiation.

The creation and distribution of risk assessments and method statements (RAMS) is 
one function in the construction industry ripe for digitalisation. It is currently 
characterised by time-consuming, inconsistent and, usually, paper-based practices. 

Digitalisation offers a simple way to create better RAMS in less time.

Understanding the problem

How many risk assessments and method statements does your business need to 
produce over the course of a year? For small businesses, it probably runs into the high 
tens or low hundreds. For larger firms, it may even run into the thousands.

Each RAMS absorbs hours of effort. Depending on the job's complexity, it may take up 
to a couple of days to produce a single RAMS document. Finding and compiling previous 
versions of risk assessments is time-consuming and often leads to inconsistencies 
across the business.

Findings show that 84% of RAMS are rejected by clients when initially submitted. Poor 
quality documents and lack of site-specific details is a common reason for rejection. If 
the RAMS isn't completed to the client's satisfaction, it may be sent back for 
amendment or rework. In addition, if the documents are not suitable or sufficient, they 
don't protect your people or company liabilities either. Often, this requires the RAMS to 
be escalated to more senior members of staff, costing the business increased time

and effort.

Once approved by the client, RAMS are usually printed out and stored in binders on the 
appropriate site. Paper-based storage results in further inefficiencies, as it becomes 
difficult to monitor and prove that all site operatives have reviewed and signed the
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RAMS. What happens if the folder is misplaced? How does the office retain visibility of 
the file? What if there are changes?
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RAMS are an obvious candidate for digitalisation

The problems created by such paper-based methods and the time-consuming nature of 
producing and distributing a RAMS document make this process a prime candidate

for digitalisation.

Many organisations are still limited in their digital transformation. RAMS documents 
might be produced in a digital format (e.g using Microsoft Word), but their processes 
are not digitalised nor optimised for RAMS production. Taking this transformation to 
the next level will tap into the real benefits of digitalisation.

A purpose-built solution like HandsHQ innovates and streamlines the process of RAMS 
production, distribution and administration, from start to finish. Digitalising the entire 
process saves time, improves consistency and makes sharing, signing and storing

far easier.

How it works

When using software like HandsHQ to produce RAMS, the system guides the user 
through a pre-populated library – saving time and effort as users don’t start from a 
blank page every time. This helps to improve consistency, ensure nothing is missed, 
prevent errors and minimise rejection rates. In short, the software enables users to 
create better RAMS in less time. 

As well as delivering time back to the business, digitalising RAMS processes makes it 
easier to share the RAMS with the necessary people and capture information about 
who has read, approved, and signed the document.

Clients are happier with the quality of RAMS produced and the ease of sharing them. 
Rejection is reduced or even eliminated. The business presents a more professional and 
impressive approach to clients and potential customers.

Why aren't more companies digitalising their RAMS production?

Using RAMS software like HandsHQ makes it effortless to realise the benefits of 
digitalisation. Businesses that have already made the switch have been able to
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demonstrate clear improvements to their business. Nevertheless, across the industry, 
take-up remains low.

This creates a great window of opportunity to gain a competitive advantage by taking 
the next step and adopting a fully digitalised RAMS solution. However, it begs the 
question: What stops more construction and engineering companies from making the 
switch to digitalised RAMS?

Making a case for a digitalised RAMS process

Despite the obvious operational and reputational benefits of digitalising RAMS, many 
businesses don't make the switch because they cannot determine a clear return

on investment.

In this white paper, we will look at the different ways in which a digitalised RAMS 
solution can deliver return on investment (ROI) and offer a model of ROI to help you 
build a compelling business case for making the switch to digital RAMS and,

specifically, HandsHQ.

Opportunities for ROI
When calculating return on investment, it is crucial to consider the many different ways 
an investment delivers a return.

For a digital RAMS solution, this will include, but not be limited to:

 Time savings when creating RAM
 Fewer rejections: better customer experience + time savings on rewor
 Digital signin
 Ensuring everyone is informed and update
 Centralised storag
 Improved customer satisfaction: greater ability to retain clients + win new business

Let's consider each of these contributions to ROI in turn.
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ROI #1: Time savings when creating RAMS

One of the simplest measures when calculating return on investment (ROI) is to look at 
the time back to the business.

It is undoubtedly true that by using HandsHQ to produce your RAMS, it delivers time 
savings. We estimate that, on average, our customers reduce the time they spend 
producing RAMS by 80%.

One of the UK’s leading providers of electric vehicle charging (EVC) solutions, 
Pod Point was founded by Erik Fairbairn in 2009. Since then, through its 
network of over 4,400 public charging bays and more than 100,000 installed 
charge points, Pod Point has powered more than 532 million miles of

electric driving.

“ For example, a simple RAMS that currently takes you 
around two hours to produce, could be completed in 
approximately 25 minutes. The RAMS for a more complex 
project, which would normally be compiled over several 
days, can typically be completed in two to three hours.”

Bradley Rogerson
Commercial Delivery Team Manager

Pod Point

Read customer story

HandsHQ provides a convenient tool to help you make this calculation .on our website

Our RAMS cost calculator is also a useful benchmarking tool. It includes information 
about the average pay rates for key decision-makers tasked with RAMS and standard 
industry acceptance and rejection rates.

https://www.handshq.com/customers/pod-point
https://www.handshq.com/resources/calculator
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Since Brown & Carroll was founded by Paul Carroll and Steve Brown in 1994, 
the company has established an outstanding reputation for creating and 
installing specialist joinery of the highest quality. With more than 250 
employees, it delivers prestigious fit-out projects for some of the UK’s finest 
buildings, including Kensington Palace and The Ivy.

As part of the delivery of these projects, Brown & Carroll produces around 50 
risk assessment method statements (RAMS) each week. 

time saving per RAMS
75%

time saved per week
40 hours

completed each week
50+ RAMS

“ With HandsHQ, I was able to do the set of RAMS within 
ten minutes. I cannot produce anything else with that 
speed and quality.”

Trevor Baker
Senior HSEQ Manager

Brown & Carroll

Read customer story

ROI #2: Fewer rejections

Digitalising the production of RAMS helps to raise the standard and consistency

of output.

Standardised RAMS documentation produced to a consistently high quality helps 
ensure that they are accepted and approved by clients on the first time of submission.

https://www.handshq.com/customers/brown-carroll
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BJF Group is a multi-division building solutions company. Their divisions are 
comprised of Construction, Facilities Management, Mechanical & Electrical and 
Project Services.

Before

98%
Rejection rate before HandsHQ

After

4%
Rejection rate in first year of 
implementing HandsHQ

“ As soon as I saw HandsHQ, it was a lightbulb moment; I 
knew it was the right platform immediately.”

Don Urquhart
Head of SHEQ

BJF Group

Read customer story

This means you save the time previously spent on reworking or amending RAMS 
documentation. Since more senior staff often undertake this work, each hour avoided 
on rework provides valuable savings.

By reducing the need for rework, digitalising your RAMS also ensures a more satisfying 
experience for your staff and customers.

https://www.handshq.com/customers/bjf
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Event Concept is a creative event production agency based in central London. It 
applies specialist knowledge in event planning, conceptual design and technical 
production to create engaging experiences on any scale – including corporate 
conferences, grand galas and consumer brand experiences.

events each year less time on RAMS
600+ 50%

“ Since we’ve had HandsHQ, getting ISO 45001 was the 
easiest it’s ever been.”

Adam Wright
Operations Director

Event Concept

Read customer story

ROI #3: Digital signing

When distributing RAMS electronically, organisations gain efficiencies from digital 
review, acceptance and signing – and benefit from more specific responsibility around 
risk reduction.

With RAMS statements paperlessly shared and signed, there is less confusion over 
health and safety obligations. Management can clearly track that all relevant people 
have signed the appropriate documentation.

https://www.handshq.com/customers/event-concept
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“ HandsHQ has increased our communication with and the 
accountability of our contractors, we have a physical 
signature from them, so I know they have opened and 
signed each RAMS.”

Adam Wright
Operations Director

Event Concept

The Polyteck Group is a London-headquartered construction and facilities 
management organisation working across the public and private sector. The 
company prides itself on innovation, continuous improvement and best 
practice; and is committed to maintaining the highest standards of quality in 
the services it provides.

“ Before HandsHQ we had engineers in the field creating 
the documents, then sending them to the office to 
understand what was written on a piece of paper. Once a 
document was finally approved, it would be left in a file 
on the site or, potentially, misplaced in the

office somewhere.”

Guy Goodall
Director of Operations

Polyteck Group

Read customer story

https://www.handshq.com/customers/polyteck
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ROI #4: Ensuring everyone is informed and updated

In construction and engineering, it isn't uncommon for RAMS to be printed out and 
kept on-site in paper format.

When things change on site and RAMS need to be updated, adding paper addendums is 
standard practice. Sometimes, folders fail to be updated. This undermines compliance 
and increases risk.

There is a potential cost to the business for non-compliance. Similarly, there is a cost 
attached to risk. Potentially, this might be counted in financial penalties, higher 
insurance premiums, reputational costs or even, in the worst-case scenario, a human 
cost. For example, the average fine awarded to firms in the construction industry in 
2020 upon prosecution was . On top of this, the average legal cost recovered by 
HSE is .

£62,100
£7,559

Implementing a digital RAMS process reduces the likelihood of enforcement action as 
important information is better communicated and coordinated across the company.

Integral is the leading provider of mechanical, electrical and fabric maintenance 
services in the UK providing a range of solutions tailored to meet the individual 
needs of its customers.

“ HandsHQ generates a true RAMS document that is fully 
customizable - but still retains the core documents that 
the team has been using for years.”

Allison Connick
National Director of HSE

Integral

Read customer story

https://www.handshq.com/customers/integral
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“ When ISO or BSI auditors come to site, HandsHQ 
ensures we have the right information at our fingertips. I 
sign in and within two or three clicks, I have the RAMS I 
need to be looking at. I can show it directly to the 
auditor.”

Trevor Baker
Senior HSEQ Manager

Brown & Carroll

Read customer story

“ The quality of documentation has gone up massively. 
Now, we can use the RAMS we produce in HandsHQ as 
part of our crew briefings and our contractor 
information packs."

Adam Wright
Operations Director

Event Concept

Read customer story

https://www.handshq.com/customers/brown-carroll
https://www.handshq.com/customers/event-concept
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ROI #5: Centralised storage

One of the big promises of digitalisation is how information is captured, stored and 
shared to provide valuable data to act upon.

In addition to the simple ROI calculation of the saving of any secure paper records 
storage costs, moving to a digital RAMS system delivers further efficiencies in the way 
information is handled across the business.

The centralised storage of all relevant risks in a single risk register facilitates oversight 
and control for health and safety teams. Also, storing all RAMS documentation in a 
single, easily searchable system saves back-office admin. It also guarantees that the 
latest version of the document is available to all team members and improves 
information sharing with contractors and clients. This presents further opportunities to 
look for a return on investment.

Hard, financial metrics can be attributed to the time savings in administrative hours. 
Meanwhile, an understanding of the improved safety performance and client 
satisfaction needs to be considered, even if it is harder to put a financial value to. This 
data combined is proof of a positive safety culture, which could reduce insurance 
premiums, encourage repeat business and help companies win more tenders.

“ The leadership team knew we were drowning in 
paperwork, so when they saw HandsHQ they were 
immediately sold. HandsHQ makes it so easy. And the 
look of the risk assessments is very good.”

Trevor Baker
Senior HSEQ Manager

Brown & Carroll

Read customer story

https://www.handshq.com/customers/brown-carroll
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W Portsmouth & Co have worked in the electrical contracting industry for 
nearly six decades, with the constant objective of delivering high quality work 
within the requirements of and budget for each project - and always in line with 
current industry standards. They currently employ over 70 personnel with an 
average turnover of £10m.

“ It’s just an easy system to use, everything is stored in 
one area.”

Luke Royce
Contracts Manager

W Portsmouth & Co

Read customer story

ROI #6: Improved client satisfaction

Perhaps the most intangible return on investment metric of all is improved client 
satisfaction. There is no doubt that clients value professional, comprehensive 
standardised RAMS, which are suitable and sufficient the first time and don't absorb 
time and effort through repeated rework.

But what is the value of this to the business?

To put a financial metric to this, one must consider how a digital RAMS solution 
improves the business's ability to retain clients and win new business. Has a client ever 
cited poor health and safety documentation as a reason for not awarding a contract? 
You could consider the value of that last contract within your ROI calculation.

Of course, you won't have visibility of all these client decisions, but it is worth trying to 
put value on those in which you have captured such feedback and insights.

https://www.handshq.com/customers/w-portsmouth
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Nicol of Skene is one of the leading civil engineering contractors in the North 
East of Scotland. Established in 1985, the award-winning engineering business 
has more than 30 years of experience in delivering civil engineering services, 
including specialist skillsets such as directional drilling.

“ One of the best things has been how the clients see it. 
We’ve had a lot of good feedback from some of our 
major clients about the system and the quality of our 
RAMS.”

Frank Williamson
QHSE Systems Manager

Nicol of Skene

Read customer story

“ Our clients love our RAMS and use them as best practice 
amongst their subcontractors. On top of that, we’ve had 
the HSE and barristers using them in the same way.”

Don Urquhart
Head of SHEQ

BJF Group

Read customer story

https://www.handshq.com/customers/nicol-of-skene
https://www.handshq.com/customers/bjf
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Moving forward, when you come to review ROI after implementation, you can build 
"new business won" into the equation. Has a client recommended you to a new client 
based on your professional processes and excellence in health and safety 
documentation? Has a client come to you following a health and safety award win? 
What is the value of those contracts?

Conclusion
While the sector may be a little late to digitalisation, clear and decisive gains can be 
made. Switching to digital RAMS is one of those tangible opportunities.

Gains are rapidly possible in easily quantifiable financial terms.

As discussed in this whitepaper, significant operational, reputational, and competitive 
advantages are to be explored. Although these are less easy to calculate, they should 
form part of your return of investment (ROI) calculations nonetheless.
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What now? Building the business case

Calculating the return on investment in a comprehensive way is a vital step towards 
winning the necessary backing to implement digital RAMS solutions and access the 
associated competitive advantages.

 Find out how much RAMS are costing your business with our easy-to-use RAMS cost 
calculator tool on the HandsHQ website: 

 Start to list out all the tangible benefits a digital product brings. These will be your 
quantifiable results. For any intangible benefits that you are struggling to include, 
discuss these within your business case as qualifiable returns

 And lastly, highlight successes achieved so far. Perhaps where you have received 
compliments from clients noticing your innovations or positive safety track record, 
add this into the business case to reinforce that digitalisation will allow the business 
to showcase these further.

https://www.handshq.com/resources/calculato

To find out more about the significant ROI a purpose-built RAMS software could bring 
to your business, please reach out to our team at  or call us

on .

sales@handshq.com
020 3318 4901

To get a free trial, visit: https://www.handshq.com/rams/enterprise

https://www.handshq.com/
https://www.handshq.com/resources/calculator
https://www.handshq.com/rams/enterprise
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